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ABSTRACT In this paper, we present a pressure characterization and normalization procedure for online
handwritten acquisition. Normalization process has been tested in biometric recognition experiments
(identification and verification) using online signature database MCYT, which consists of the signatures
from 330 users. The goal is to analyze the real mismatch scenarios where users are enrolled with one
stylus and then, later on, they produce some testing samples using a different stylus model with different
pressure response. Experimental results show: 1) a saturation behavior in pressure signal 2) different dynamic
ranges in the different stylus studied 3) improved biometric recognition accuracy by means of pressure
signal normalization as well as a performance degradation in mismatched conditions 4) interoperability
between different stylus can be obtained by means of pressure normalization. Normalization produces
an improvement in signature identification rates higher than 7% (absolute value) when compared with
mismatched scenarios.

INDEX TERMS Biometrics, online handwriting, pressure sensor normalization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Function-based online signature verification relies nowadays
on the acquisition of handwriting specimens using various
sensors that provides position, length, velocity, acceleration,
pressure, force, direction of movement, pen inclination as a
function of time [1]–[3]. Most of these studies are run using
the same set up (or a few of these) involving an instrumented
stylus coupled to a passive or active writing display. The most
popular systems rely on tablets, phablets, cellphones and in
some cases, a finger is used instead of a stylus. For a recent
overview of e-security and e-health applications based on
online handwriting signals, the reader is referred to [4] as
well as [5].

When the time comes to take the equipment out of the lab-
oratory to perform large scale tests, one fundamental question
arises: will the performances that have been measured in the
laboratory be repeated on a large scale in an open and uncon-
strained environment? Two types of perturbations will come
into play, behavioral and equipment perturbations. On the one
hand, behavioral effects can be minimized by providing short
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and clear users’ instructions but there are no guarantees that
they will be respected. On the other hand, equipment effects
can be estimated and eventually compensated with proper
interoperability tests.

Among the signal functions that are used, the most
critical ones are the pressure and the pen inclination
because they must be directly measured with the proper
sensor as compared to the other signals that can be
computed from the reliable and high-resolution tablet
position information. [https://www.techradar.com/reviews/
pc-mac/peripherals/input-devices/graphics-tablets]

The tilt angle is not used very often because it relies on
the hypothesis that the user is grabbing the stylus and sign-
ing in the same postural conditions, which is not normally
true in real life applications. On the other hand, the use of
pressure information in handwritten signature investigations
has a long history in forensic studies where expert docu-
ment analysts, working with specimens written on paper or
other support, have to decide on its authenticity [6]. Using
different techniques from visual inspection of the trace and
its ink distribution to microscopic inspections and image
processing algorithms, these experts try to recover pseudo-
dynamic information regarding the way the signature has
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been produced. In this offline context, the pressure informa-
tion stands among the most offline discriminative features.

In an online context, pressure can be measured directly
from sensors embedded in the stylus, providing a continuous
signal sampled at a given frequency and amplitude resolution.
When the stylus is used with a tablet, x and y coordinates
versus time are also available as well as tilt and azimuth
angles. When the stylus is instrumented, other signals like
acceleration can also be provided.

Although it has been demonstrated that there are three
classes of individuals regarding pressure control, stable,
unstable and piecewise time stable [7], many automatic sig-
nature verification systems use pressure information in a
signal-based or feature—based approach [2]. But is the pres-
sure signal reliable, from one device to another? To answer
this question, interoperability studies must be performed and
solutions to maximize interoperability must be provided if
the pressure signal does not seem reliable from one device
to another.

In biometrics, sensor interoperability can be defined as
the capability of a recognition system to adapt to the data
obtained from different sensors. Geometric interoperability
refers to, for example, using writing boxes having different
areas and shapes for signature acquisition and study how
different geometric features are affected by these different
conditions [8]. Sensor interoperability refers to the impact of
using for example different tablets or stylus for data acqui-
sition. Sensor interoperability has received limited attention
in the literature and is a common challenge in biometric
designs. It has been investigated for examples for iris camera
detection [9], fingerprint sensors [10], [11]. Regarding more
specifically signature verification, the effect of using different
tablets have been explored by [12] as well as by [13]. Apart
from [23], to the best of our knowledge, pressure sensor
interoperability has not been investigated so far, and no inter-
sensor calibration model has been proposed. This is the goal
of the present paper.

Biometrics systems are usually designed and trained to
work with data acquired using the same sensor, which
can be considered as a laboratory condition. ‘‘Real world’’
conditions imply signals coming from different sensors,
such as different smartphone manufacturers, models, etc.
As a result, changing the sensor in real operation scenar-
ios might affect the performance of a biometric recogni-
tion system. In the case of handwriting acquisition, even
using the same acquisition device, different stylus and/or
stylus conditions due to usage are possible. Although x
and y spatial coordinates should not be drastically affected
by different stylus, this is not the case of the pres-
sure signal. This might affect the performance of a given
system.

Indeed, interoperability problems can dramatically affect
the performance of biometric systems and thus, they need to
be overcome. For this goal two techniques are possible:

a) Feature normalization
b) Feature selection

TABLE 1. Ink and plastic pen nib dimensions.

In this paper, we deal with pressure characterization and
normalization of two different commercial stylus for the
Intuos Wacom 4 tablet: the ink pen (I) able to write on paper
as well as on a display for online signal acquisition and the
plastic pen (P), which only acquires online information. The
paper is organized as follows: section 1 is devoted to charac-
terization of two handwriting devices. Section 2 presents the
experimental results in matched and mismatched training and
testing conditions (P-P, I-I, P-I, I-P). Section 3 summarizes
the main conclusions of this work.

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF HANDWRITING DEVICES
In this section, we characterize the ink pen (I) and plastic pen
(P) of the Intuos Wacom 4 digitizing tablet from a physical
point of view. While spatial coordinates conversion to obtain
international system units is quite straightforward (conver-
sion from pixels/tablet coordinates to millimeters), pressure
requires a more laborious process, as described next.

Using a precision balance (model RADWAGWLC 10/A2)
and a microscope (OPTIKA XDS-3MET), we can obtain
the transfer function force applied to the stylus versus the
obtained digital levels in the IntuosWacom. In order to obtain
the pressure, we need to know the surface of the pen tip and
apply the formula: Pressure = Force /Surface.
It is important to take into account that the balances mea-

sure mass in grams (g) and we are interested on the weight,
which is a force measured in Newtons (N). The weight of
an object is a measure of the force exerted on the object by
gravity, or the force needed to support it. The mass in grams
is converted into weight by multiplying the mass by the earth
acceleration:

Weight(N) = mass(g) ∗ 9.807(m/s2)

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup with the precision
electronic balance, whose precision is 0.1g, stylus and screw
to adjust the force. Figure 2 shows the microscope used to
measure the surface of the strokes produced by the tip of the
pen when touching the Intuos Wacom.

The process consists of obtaining the relation between
weight (in Newton) and the provided value by the tablet for
each pen analyzed.

Experimental measurements with the microscope reveal
the surfaces shown in table 1, where the approximate diameter
of the tip of the pen has been obtained as the average of
several width measurements in a straight line produced at
different pressure levels. For the plastic pen, we have used
a carbon copy paper in order to produce a visible line, as the
plastic pen does not produce any stroke on a piece of paper.
Figure 3 shows the images acquired in the microscope.

Pressure plots in Newton per squared millimeter (N/mm2)
are shown in figure 4.
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FIGURE 1. Experimental setup (precision balance RADWAG WLC 10
https://radwag.com/js/pdf_js/web/viewer.html?file=https://radwag.com/
pdf2/en/WLC-Data-Sheet-EN.pdf, stylus and force actuator). a) Frontal
and b) rear view.

FIGURE 2. Microscope OPTIKA XDS-3MET
https://www.optikamicroscopes.com/optikamicroscopes/product/im-3-
series/ to evaluate and photograph the
strokes.

Figure 4 shows the setup for experimental characterization.
Comparing the pressure obtained from the balance and the
value obtained in the Wacom tablet, we find the experimental
characteristic of the pressure sensor shown in figure 5.

FIGURE 3. Straight line and several measures from the electronic
microscope for a) ink and b) plastic pen.

Looking at Figure 5, we observe that the plastic pen reaches
saturation before the ink pen. Alternatively, the plastic pen
has smaller dynamic range than the ink pen. This is not
surprising since the ink pen has higher price than plastic one,
it must be purchased separately, and can be considered of
better quality. However, its curve also exhibits a nonlinear
behavior, which affects the obtained pressure values.

Using the experimental data, we did Polynomial fitting to
find the input output conversion, which is the following:

Plastic pen:

yP (x) = −3, 83 · 10−5 · x6 + 0, 00345 · x5 − 0, 12586 · x4

+ 2, 4219·x3−27, 1975·x2+199, 89 · x + 5, 6416

(1)

With R2
=0.9986, where ‘‘P’’ stands for plastic pen pressure

Ink pen:

yI (x) = 5, 48 · 10−6 · x6 − 0, 0007 · x5 + 0, 03419 · x4

− 0, 7571·x3+6, 5224 · x2+28, 89 · x − 9, 90398

(2)

With R2
=0.9983, where ‘‘I’’ stands for ink pen pressure

The previous equations represent the coefficients for a
polynomial y(x) of degree 6 that best fits (in a least-squares
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FIGURE 4. Schema for the experimental measurements to characterize
the pen.

FIGURE 5. Intuos Wacom tablet value obtained for different pressure
values.

sense) the data in y. R2 is the proportion of the variance in the
dependent variable that is predictable from the independent
variable. A R2 of 1 indicates that the regression predictions
perfectly fit the data.

III. RELATED WORK
In the previous section, we have characterized two different
stylus, a pure plastic one (P) and an ink pen (I), in order
to obtain normalized pressure signals. In this section, we
evaluate the relevance of pressure normalization as well as
mismatch between different styluses.

A. DESCRIPTION OF DATA BASE SETUP
One way to evaluate the interoperability of different writing
devices would be to acquire data from a number of users,
each onewritingwith different stylus. However, the intra-user
variability can makes it difficult to interpret the results, due
to a lack of criteria to differentiate user variability form stylus
variability. Thus, sincewe knew the behavior of the two stylus
specimens used in this study, thanks to the characterization
performed in section 2, we decided to follow this evaluation
procedure:

i. Select an existing database acquired with Intuos
Wacom 4 and a specific stylus. In our case the BIOSECURID,
which has been obtained with an ink pen for all the acquisi-
tions.

ii. Normalize the pressure signal in order to obtain numer-
ical values in an international system unit for pressure
(N/mm2)

iii. Compare experimental results with and without pres-
sure normalization with a typical biometric signature verifi-
cation algorithm.

iv. Convert the pressure signals of the database acquired
by an ink pen to those that would have been acquired by a

FIGURE 6. Database mapping from an ink pen pressure space to a
normalized and plastic pen pressure space.

plastic pen, according to the modules depicted in Figure 6 and
evaluate the relevance of the stylus mismatch in terms of
signature verification errors.

Biometric recognition is very different from most pattern
recognition applications. In biometric systems a large amount
of classes and a small amount of samples per class are avail-
able for training. This is the situation of biometric systems
where just three to five measures per person are acquired
during enrollment (for instance, user’s signature, face, finger-
print, etc.). This is just the opposite situation for other pattern
recognition applications where a small number of classes
and a large amount of training samples are available, such
as handwritten digits recognition (10 classes) for ZIP code
identification. In these situations where few training samples
are available the classifiers need to be necessarily simple.
In fact, there is a trade-off to take into account between the
model complexity and the amount of data to train the model.
In addition, we focus on an application scenario were low
computational burden of the recognition algorithm is desired.

Considering that the previous equations are nonlinear, an
analytical inverse function y−1P (x) and y−1I (x) cannot be cal-
culated. For this reason, the experimental measurements have
been fitted to standard functions (see section IV.B).

Once the relevance of stylusmismatch established, two dif-
ferent solutions can be applied: feature selection insensitive to
mismatch and feature normalization. While the first solution
can be general, the second one involves the characterization
of each kind of acquisition device (tablet and/or stylus), but
it should be done only once for each acquisition setup (for
instance, once done for a specific smartphone and stylus, it
will be applicable for all the users using this same device).In a
Personal Body Guard environment [14], a single user device,
not doing the calibration could be a realistic scenario and
even it might add a supplementary shell of protection since an
impostor trying to fool the system with his own pen would be
disadvantaged. However, this could be a double-edge knife
strategy: if the recognition relies a lot on the stylus charac-
teristics, then an impostor can take advantage if he stoles
the stylus. On the other hand, in this scenario, protection is
moving from biometrics (something you can do) to token
(something you have) or a mixture of both.

Worth noting that this same interoperability problem
occurs in speech/speaker recognition. In this case, training
and testing signals can be acquired with different micro-
phones. Dealing with speech signals, experimentation can
be done with databases that include simultaneous speech
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recording using a couple of microphones, one recorded in
each stereo channel [15]. This has been an active research
field since several decades. See for instance [16], [17]. Unfor-
tunately simultaneous online handwriting recording cannot
be done as human beings can only hold comfortably one sty-
lus at a time. Moreover, consecutive recordings with different
stylus, in addition to being time consuming, would be affected
by user variability (human beings are unable to replicate the
handwriting exactly in the same way).

Another option to pressure sensor empirical characteriza-
tion and normalization, such as the one proposed in this paper,
is blind normalization. In [18] a fully blind inversion method
inspired on recent advances in source separation of nonlinear
mixtures is applied to speech signals. In this case micro-
phone saturation removal and normalization was achieved.
Although blind pressure signal normalization is beyond the
scope of this paper, it would be an interesting alternative
approach in those scenarios where there is no access to pres-
sure sensor empirical characterization. However stylus char-
acterization and normalization in online handwritten analysis
is more straightforward than microphone characterization
for speech signal analysis: speech channel is noisy due to
ambient noise, distance from head to microphone, etc. and
handwriting is ‘‘cleaner’’ as there is no ambient noise effect
and signal is always acquired ‘‘on surface’’, and thus, always
at the same distance (height).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental results using the
data base setup described in section III.

A. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
In this paper, we have used the same experimental conditions
and algorithms than in our previous paper [19], which is
an improvement of Vector Quantization algorithm applied to
online signature recognition [20]. We selected this algorithm
because it is very fast and thus suitable for intensive exper-
imentation. Worth to mention that we performed relative
comparisons in mismatch conditions, always with the same
algorithm, and the use of a most powerful recognition algo-
rithm should not significantly have affected the conclusions,
unless some indirect robust feature selection is incorporated
in the training of the classifier.

The multi-section codebook model approach consists of
splitting the training samples into several sections. For exam-
ple, when using three sections, each signature is split into
three equal length parts (initial, middle, and final sections).
In this case, three codebooks are generated for each user,
each codebook being adapted to one portion of the signature.
We will use a codebook size ranging from 1 to 8 bits per
section (thus, each codebook section consists of 21 =2 to
28 =256 vectors). Final decision is taken by combining
individual contributions of each section by simple averaging.

If the database contains P users and the model consists of
S sections, we will have S codebooks for each person. In this
paper we have considered S=2 sections. Thus, we had two

codebooks per person. Experimental results were obtained
with the MCYT database [21], acquired with a WACOM
graphics tablet. The sampling frequency for signal acquisition
is set to 100 Hz, yielding the following set of information for
each sampling instant:

1. Position along the x-axis, xt: [0–12 700], corresponding
to 0–127 mm;

2. Position along the y-axis, yt: [0–9700], corresponding
to 0–97 mm;

3. Pressure pt applied by the pen: [0–1024];
4. Azimuth angle γt of the pen with respect to the tablet:

[0–3600], corresponding to 0–360◦;
5. Altitude angle ϕt of the pen with respect to the tablet:

[300–900], corresponding to 30–90◦;
We have used feature vectors composed of these five mea-

surements. We analyzed the signatures of 330 different users.
Each target user produces 25 genuine signatures in different
acquisition sessions.

Training and testing signatures have been chosen in the
following way:
• We performed identification experiments, using the
first 5 signatures per person for training and 5 differ-
ent signatures per person for testing (signatures 6–10,
acquired in a different acquisition session). This implies
a total number of 330 × 330 × 5 tests.

• We performed verification experiments, using the
first 5 signatures per person for training and 5 different
genuine signatures per person for testing (signatures
6–10). In addition, we performed 330× 329× 5 impos-
tor tests (random forgeries).

• We performed verification experiments, using the 25
skilled forgeries available in MCYT, produced by five
other users trying to imitate the attacked signature. This
implies a total number of 330 × 5 genuine tests plus
330 × 25 impostor tests (skilled forgeries).

These experimental conditions provide with 95% con-
fidence the statistical significance in experiments with an
empirical error rate, down to [20] P̂ = 0.02% for random
forgeries and P̂ = 1.01% for skilled forgeries.

Verification systems can be evaluated using the False
Acceptance Rate (FAR, those situations where an impostor is
accepted) and the False Rejection Rate (FRR, those situations
where a genuine user is incorrectly rejected). A trade-off
between both errors (FA = False Acceptance and FR =
False Rejection) usually has to be established by adjusting
a decision threshold. The performance can be plotted in a
Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) or in a Detection
Error Trade-off (DET) plot [22].

We have used a single point of the DET plot for comparison
purposes: the minimum value of the Detection Cost Function
(DCF). This parameter is defined as [21]:

DCF = CFR × PFR × Ptrue + CFA × PFA × Pfalse

where CFR is the cost of a rejection of a true specimen, CFA
is the cost of a false acceptance, PFR is the probability of a
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false rejection, PFA is the probability of a false acceptance,
Ptrue is the a priori probability of the target, and Pfalse = 1 -
Ptrue. Here we used equal costs: CFR = CFA = 1. In addition,
we also provided the complete DET plots and EER line.

B. FITTING CURVES
The standard curves have been adjusted to the experimental
points by least squares fitting, using Matlab R©’s optimization
toolbox function ‘‘lsqcurvefit’’. Despite polynomials from
expressions ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) were already valid fitting curves
for the available experimental measurements, they have six
or seven parameters and they do not cross over the origin, so
they had to be modified and it was ponderous to work with
them. Eventually, different curves with different properties
were tested: they had to be monotonically increasing and
concave (for the de-normalization curve), they had to have
a small number of parameters and had to include the origin
in their domain. After several tries, the best fits have been
obtained with a logarithmic and an elliptic curve for the ink
and the plastic pen, respectively.

Besides, the curves have been rescaled such that their
output ranges from 0 to 1024, the same range of the digitizing
tablet. This rescaling is important, otherwise the weight of
the pressure signal is reduced and recognition rates are lower.
This process can be seen as weighted distance computation
where pressure signal is emphasized (3):

d
(
Ea, Eb

)
=

 ∑
i={x,y,p,γ,ϕ}

[
ωi (xi − yi)

]2 1
2

(3)

where the weighting for pressure component is ωp =
1024
45

for the ink pen and ωp =
1024
25 for the plastic pen (according

to Figure 5, 45 and 25 are the maximum pressure values
provided by the stylus), and the other weighting factors are:
ωx = ωy = ωγ = ωϕ = 1.

In Figure 5, we observed that plastic pen reaches saturation
earlier than ink pen. Thus, we can consider that ink pen has a
better pressure sensor than the plastic one.

The ink pen measurements have been fitted with:

p (w) = Fi ·
−1
A2
· ln

(
1− w/

A1

)
(4)

where:

A1 = 1148.6344;A2 = 0.0468;Fi = 21.5761

We chose this function since it can be analytically inverted
and it fits quite well the experimental curve obtained by direct
measurements.

While equation ( 4 ) is the function that normalizes the
pressure data (from the digitizing tablet pressure level (‘‘w’’)
to standard pressure units (‘‘p’’, inMPa), the inverse function,
here after called the denormalization function, is:

w (p) = A1 ·

(
1− e−A2·p/Fi

)
(5)

FIGURE 7. Identification rates vs bits per section in matched conditions.

TABLE 2. Test scenarios description.

Regarding the plastic pen, the normalization (6) and denor-
malization (7) functions are:

p (w) = F ·

[
R1 −

√
R2
1 −

(
w/

R2

)2]
(6)

w (p) = R2 ·

√
2R1 ·

p/
F−

(p/
F
)2 (7)

Respectively, where:

R1 = 33, 5234;R2 = 31, 1303;F = 37.8450

With these functions to obtain R2
=0.991 for plastic pen

and R2
=0.995 for the ink pen

C. TEST SCENARIOS
Table 2 describes the tested situations. The original test
results (scenario 1) are included in order to compare to the
new ones. Besides, there are two sets of tests: the match
(scenarios 2 and 3), and the mismatch situation (scenarios
4 to 7). The last one has been realized both using raw data
(scenarios 4 and 5) and normalizing these, in order to correct
the mismatch effect (scenarios 6 and 7).

D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) MATCH TEST – RANDOM FORGERIES
Figure 7 shows the match test (scenarios 1 to 3) in an
identification experiment. We observe that normalized ink
data (scenario 2) and synthetically generated and normalized
plastic pen data (scenario 3) yield almost the same results.
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FIGURE 8. Verification error (min DCF) vs bits per section in matched
conditions and random forgeries.

FIGURE 9. Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) plots for matched experiments,
random forgeries, with a model size of 7 bits. The circles indicate the
minimum Detection Cost function (min DCF).

This shows that normalization process is not degrading iden-
tification accuracies. In some conditions, it is even slightly
better.

Figure 8 shows the match test (scenarios 1 to 3) in a verifi-
cation experiment. We observe a slight degradation in Detec-
tion Cost Function, around a 10%, especially when the model
size is small (≤ 5 bits per section). It is worth mentioning
that in order to simplify the analysis and restrict it to pressure
normalization, we performed direct verification without any
normalization such as cohort or universal background model,
which indeed would improve the results in all the scenarios.

Figure 9 shows the DET plot for the same configurations
of figure 8. In this case the model size is 7 bits per section.
The intersection between EER line andDET plot indicates the
EER while the circle on the DET plot indicates the minDCF
value for the specific setup.

2) MISMATCH TESTS – RANDOM FORGERIES
Figure 10 shows the mismatch test (scenarios 4 to 7) in an
identification experiment. We observe that non-normalized

FIGURE 10. Identification rates vs bits per section in mismatched
conditions.

FIGURE 11. Verification error (min DCF) vs bits per section in mismatched
conditions and random forgeries.

experiments did not reach satisfactory results. This situation
corresponds to the real scenario where users are enrolled
in one digitizing device and testing sample comes from a
different device.We observe that themismatch in the pressure
signal handicaps the accuracies and that pressure normaliza-
tion is mandatory for good accuracies. In fact, it is better
to discard pressure signal rather than using non-matched
pressure signal. Figure 10 includes the ‘‘no pressure data’’
experimental results, which is below normalization strategy
but, sometimes, over mismatched results (P-I, I-P, where first
letter corresponds to train condition and second one to testing
condition).

Figure 11 shows the mismatch test (scenarios 4 to 7) in a
verification experiment. We observe a degradation in Detec-
tion Cost Function for codebook sizes≥ 6. Figure 11 includes
the ‘‘no pressure data’’ experimental results, which are
always worse than mismatched results (P-I, I-P, where first
letter corresponds to train condition and second one to testing
condition), and normalized results.

A more realistic mismatch situation is where at the enrol-
ment step all the users use the same tablet and pen but
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FIGURE 12. Identification rates vs % of users in mismatch between
training and testing pen.

FIGURE 13. Verification error vs % of users in mismatch between training
and testing pen, using random forgeries.

as time goes on, some of them keep the same enrolment
acquisition system and some of them update to a new one
with different characteristics. In figure 12 we represent the
signature identification rates as function of the percentage of
users in mismatch conditions. 0% means that all the users
perform the test with the same testing pen that was used for
training. Figure 13 represents the verification errors in this
same conditions.

We can see that global signature identification rates and
verification errors are worse as the number of users in mis-
match conditions grows up. The worse case situation corre-
sponds to 100% users performing the test with a different pen.

Figure 14 shows the DET plot for the same configurations
of figure 11. In this case the model size is 7 bits per section.
The intersection between EER line and DET plot indicates
the EER while the circle on the DET plot indicates the min
DCF value for the specific setup.

In figure 14 we can observe, on the one hand, almost iden-
tical performance for normalized pressure in mismatch con-
ditions. On the other hand un-normalized tests in mismatch

FIGURE 14. DET plots for matched experiments, with a model size of 7
bits. The circles indicate the min DCF.

FIGURE 15. Verification error (min DCF) vs bits per section in matched
conditions and skilled forgeries.

FIGURE 16. DET plots for matched experiments, skilled forgeries, with a
model size of 7 bits. The circles indicate the min DCF.

condition show a significant degradation, although accuracies
are better than removing the pressure signal at all.
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FIGURE 17. Verification error (min DCF) vs bits per section in mismatched
conditions and skilled forgeries.

FIGURE 18. DET plots for mismatched experiments, skilled forgeries, with
a model size of 7 bits. The circles indicate the min DCF.

3) MATCH TEST – SKILLED FORGERIES
Figure 15 is analogous to figure 8 but using skilled forg-
eries attacks. As expected, the errors rise when compared
to random forgeries by a factor of 2. We observe too that
pressure normalization does slightly degrade the accuracy
(<1% for 7 bit model).

Figure 16 is analogous to figure 9 but using skilled forg-
eries attacks. As expected, the errors rise when compared to
random forgeries.We observe too that pressure normalization
does not degrade the accuracy.

4) MISMATCH TESTS – SKILLED FORGERIES
Figure 17 is analogous to figure 11 but using skilled forgeries
attacks. As expected, the errors rise as compared to random
forgeries. We observe better performance when using pres-
sure normalization and the worse performance if pressure
data is discarded.

Figure 18 shows the DET plot for mismatch scenarios and
skilled forgeries. In this case the model size is 7 bits per
section. The intersection between EER line and DET plot

TABLE 3. Summary of verification experiments.

indicates the EER while the circle on the DET plot indicates
the min DCF value for the specific setup.

Table 2 summarizes the minDCF and EER of all the exper-
iments, with a model size of 7 bits.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a set of experimentations for
pressure normalization as well as experiments comparing the
match and mismatch situation of the stylus, which provides
a different pressure response. The evaluation has been done
with a multi-session database which consists of 330 users.
The main conclusions are:

• The stylus pressure response is far from linear, with an
important saturation effect for high pressure values. This
shape can be properly fitted with an exponential curve,
which is easier to invert than a polynomial one.

• The Intuos Wacom plastic pen reaches saturation for
lower pressure than the Wacom ink pen, which presents
a higher dynamic range (almost two times higher) and
thus, it is has a better pressure sensor.

• Although simultaneous manual acquisition with differ-
ent stylus is not possible due to intra-user variability,
we proposed a procedure to obtain one stylus signal
from another one thanks to a normalization and de-
normalization procedure.

• We observed a reduction in identification rates in mis-
match condition, which is higher than 7% absolute iden-
tification rate (96.85% identification rate with proposed
normalized pressure versus 89.52% identification rate
in mismatch scenario, where these numbers have been
obtained from figure 10 for 6 bits, which corresponds to
the highest identification rate). We observe a reduction
in verification errors in mismatch condition and random
forgeries, which is 1.8% (3.4% DCF with normalized
pressure versus 5.2% DCF in mismatch scenario, where
these numbers have been obtained from figure 11 with
7 bits, which provides the minimum DCF). We observe
a reduction in verification errors in mismatch condition
and skilled forgeries, which is around 4.5% in most
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of the experiments. Worth to mention that in order to
simplify the analysis and restrict it to pressure normal-
ization we performed direct verification without any
normalization such as cohort or universal background
model, which indeed would improve the results in all
the scenarios.

• Pressure normalization can manage the real scenario
where some users write using the same stylus used for
training and some others have a new one with different
characteristic. The unique required process is a char-
acterization and normalization of the stylus, which has
been described in this paper. This is a fast process as
only one additional equation must be applied to pressure
signal.

• In pressure sensor mismatch scenarios better biometric
identification rates are obtained discarding the pres-
sure signal, unless normalization strategy is applied.
However, in signature verification application, dis-
carding pressure signal provides worse results than
matched/mismatched conditions.

• Pressure normalization has not been applied so far in
existing scientific literature, and it is a key point for
obtaining good recognition accuracies in interoperabil-
ity scenarios.

As the technological evolution produces new devices,
which exhibit new technical characteristics, it is worth to
facilitate the interoperability between these devices. Notice
that some of the largest existing databases were acquired in
the past with discontinued products (see for instance the list of
discontinued Wacom tablets at https://www.wacom.com/en-
us/for-business/products/discontinued-products ). To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first paper devoted to facilitate
the interoperability of pressure values obtained from different
digitizing tablets.

The key point is that some commercial devices for online
handwritten signal acquisition are already in themarket. They
can be used for signature, text and drawings (e-security and
e-health applications). The pressure signal provided by these
devices is the analog to digital value directly provided by
the Analog to Digital Converter. Thus, direct comparison
between signals acquired by different devices often results in
low recognition rates, as demonstrated in this paper, and some
normalization process is mandatory to rise these recognition
performances. For instance, this can be done using the tech-
nical methodology presented in this paper, which has been
satisfactorily tested with experimental data.
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